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Abstract. We review the use of both pulsed and continuous wave quantum cascade lasers in high-resolution spectroscopic studies of gas phase species. In particular, the application of pulsed systems for probing kinetic processes and the inherent rapid passage structure that accompanies observations of low-pressure samples using these rapidly chirped devices are highlighted. Broadband absorber spectroscopy and time-resolved concentration measurements of short-lived species, respectively exploiting the wide intrapulse tuning range and the pulse temporal resolution, are also mentioned. For comparison, we also present recent sub-Doppler Lamb-dip measurements on a low-pressure sample of NO, using a continuous wave external cavity quantum cascade laser system. Using this methodology the stability and resolution of this source is quantified. We find that the laser linewidth as measured via the Lambdip is ca. 2.7 MHz as the laser is tuned at comparably slow rates, but decreases to 1.3 MHz as the laser scan rate is increased such that the transition is observed at 30 kHz. Using this source, wavelength modulation C 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation spectroscopy of NO is presented.  Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.3498770]
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1 Introduction Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are rapidly becoming the radiation source of choice for practitioners working within the midinfrared (mid-IR) (4 to 14 μm) and at longer wavelengths. The devices, whether pulsed or continuous, offer high output power, room temperature operation, single-mode character, and wide tunability, making them ideal tools for high-resolution spectroscopy with a wide variety of applications. Recent work has seen the application of QCLs to breath analysis, atmospheric sensing, plasma spectroscopy, and reaction kinetics.1–12 These devices are progressively taking over the mid-IR laser market and will continue to do so as their reliability, output power, wall plug efficiency, and tunability continue to improve, and their emission wavelengths decrease toward the 3-μm region where many molecules have strong C—H, N—H, and O—H stretching vibrations. In this paper, we discuss some applications of these devices for measurements of interest to gas phase kinetics and nonlinear spectroscopy, which are enabled by the high chirp rate and high output power of mid-IR QCLs. 2 QCLs Operated in the Pulsed Mode 2.1 Rapid Passage Effect The majority of QCL-based studies that have been conducted have employed pulsed sources in which Joule heating leads to rapid changes in the optical length of the laser cavity and hence the laser frequency towards lower frequencies, i.e. the laser output is chirped. The chirp rate is often of the order of 10−3 cm−1 ns−1 , as can be seen from the spectrum shown C 2010 SPIE 0091-3286/2010/$25.00 
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in Fig. 1, and directly impacts on the spectral resolution of spectrometers based on pulsed QCLs. This limitation has been described in the literature,3, 13 where the spectral resolution ν is given by   dv 1/2 v = C , dt



(1)



where dν/dt is the chirp rate of the QCL, and C is a constant depending on the characteristics of the acquisition system. The chirp rate is not constant across the duration of the applied current pulse and therefore neither is the spectral resolution. In addition to this instrumental linewidth, which is often larger than the contribution due to Doppler broadening, the use of chirped radiation to probe samples at reduced pressure leads to measured spectral lines that are not symmetric, as would be observed in conventional absorption spectroscopy, but displaying both absorptive and emission components, as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. This is due to the rapid passage (RP) effect, where the laser frequency is chirped through the molecular resonance on a timescale that is short compared to the time between collisions; as such, the sample is polarized and it is the interference between this induced polarization and the chirped laser radiation field that results in the observed signal.3, 14–16 The RP effect, however, can be removed by increasing the overall pressure by the introduction of an inert buffer gas, typically of the order of 100 Torr, such that the collision rate is increased and the sample polarization and/or coherence is destroyed on a timescale shorter than that of the signal acquisition system.12 An example of such behavior is shown in Fig. 2.
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Time (ns) Fig. 1 Raw intra pulse spectrum of 130 mTorr of methane in a 40-cm path length, showing P(8) and P(9) transitions in the fundamental band of the triply degenerate ν 4 bending vibration in the range 1253 to 1254 cm−1 .



A pulsed distributed feedback (DFB) QCL (Alpes Laser) housed and driven by a Q-MACS system from Neoplas Control, operating in the intrapulse mode (see later) was utilized. A single current pulse of 190 ns length was applied to the chip, and current detuning occurred between 1253.3 and 1254.2 cm−1 during this period, with a chirp rate varying between 225 and 160 MHz ns−1 , producing an average pulse power of ca. 20 mW. The radiation was directed through a 40-cm-long cell containing 130 mTorr of CH4 and onto a thermoelectrically cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector (VIGO PVI-2TE-10.6) with a fast preamplifier (Neoplas control). The resulting data were recorded on a 2 Gsample/s 350-MHz bandwidth digital oscilloscope (LeCroy Wavesurfer 434). At low pressure, the characteristic oscillation between absorption and emission signals associated with rapid passage is readily apparent. When the pressure, and hence the collision rate, is increased by the introduction of 100 Torr of a buffer gas (Ar), however, the interference effects are washed out and the spectral line shape becomes a Voigt, as one would expect for traditional direct absorption spec-



Fig. 2 Spectrum of the P(8) transition in the fundamental ν 4 band of CH4 showing 130 mTorr of CH4 with and without the addition of 100 torr buffering Ar gas. The high pressure data is shown overlaid with a Voigt fit showing the return to ‘normal’ behaviour at this pressure.
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troscopy. Note that under these higher pressure conditions, both the number density and the linewidth match the expected values.12 The rapid passage, however, does little to affect the sensitivity of the system, and for the unbuffered data, a sensitivity of 1.2×10−5 cm−1 Hz−1/2 was achieved in 5000 averages, something that could likely be improved by an order of magnitude by pulse normalization.17, 18 The standard method for modeling RP signals is via the optical Bloch equations in which both the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index and the associated population transfer are calculated as the rapidly swept radiation field interacts with the (simplified) two-level system.19 Correct implementation of the optical Bloch equations requires knowledge of both the population and polarization decay rates; in gas phase studies, it is common to make the approximation that these two rates are very similar, and equal to the rate of collisional relaxation. However, detailed measurements of RP effects and how they are affected by the presence of different perturbers clearly indicate that this assumption is too simplistic and that this form of coherent spectroscopy can provide intriguing insights into the roles of elastic and inelastic collisions and any velocity-dependent effects.20 2.2 Broadband Absorber Spectroscopy Pulsed QCLs are traditionally used in two modes of operation: the interpulse and the intrapulse. The first of these seeks to minimize the effects of the inherent frequency chirp by utilizing current pulses of the order of 500 ns), the final laser output power has diminished by 60 to 70% from that at the beginning of the pulse. Also, as the temperature changes, so does the rate of heating, and toward the end of the pulse, the chirp rate can be as low as a few megahertz per nanosecond, providing an increased spectral resolution. As mentioned, the intrapulse method enables a relatively wide wave number range to be accessed, and this can often provide sufficient spectral range over which one can unambiguously identify relatively “large” molecules whose IR spectra exhibit broadband features and are not rotationally resolved. Figure 3 shows an example of such a case for the molecule isoprene C5 H8 for excitation of its out of plane (C–H) wagging vibration around 10 μm (Ref. 21). The same cell and detection system were utilized as for the CH4 work, but now in combination with a prototype laser developed by J. Cockburn’s group at the University of Sheffield, United Kingdom. Current pulses of 500 ns were applied to the gain medium at a rate of 5 kHz and light was emitted between 991.3 and 992.5 cm−1 during this time with a chirp rate in the range 50 to 100 MHz ns−1 . Note that even in the case of this rotationally unresolved spectrum, the effects of RP can be clearly seen with a number of asymmetric line shapes superimposed on a continuous background, and once again, addition of some buffer gas removes this effect.
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Fig. 3 Typical intrapulse spectrum of isoprene obtained around 10 μm. Despite the lack of rotationally resolved features, RP structures are still evident in the low-pressure spectrum.



2.3 Time-Resolved Measurements of Radical Concentrations One suitable application of these pulsed devices is in monitoring time-dependent processes such as in studies of reaction kinetics and dynamics, and of ignition and perturbations in plasma and combustion systems. In such cases, concentrations may change on timescales of the order of 0.1 to 10 μs. We have, for example, demonstrated the use of a pulsed QCL to study the kinetics of a photolysis event, and the ensuing molecular reaction. The 8-μm output from the source previously mentioned was spatially overlapped with a counterpropagating 266-nm Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics LAB-130) through a 50-cmlong cell with CaF2 windows. The simplistic and easy controllable nature of the acquisition process in intrapulse mode enables a complete spectrum to be measured on a timescale conducive to monitoring both nascent and relaxing fragment concentrations, and thus the concentration and energy distribution of CF3 radicals produced from the photolysis of CF3 I could be determined.11 The CF3 radical concentration was recorded as a function of delay between photolysis and probe pulses, and the CF3 radical concentration resolved over several hundred microseconds, and radical recombination was observed. An example of typical data obtained is shown in Fig. 4, as the CF3 spectrum at 1253.4 to 1254.0 cm−1 evolves over time following the initial photolysis pulse. Once analyzed and matched to the reaction scheme, the returned radical-radical recombination rate constant for the formation of C2 F6 was found to 3.9×10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 , in excellent agreement with previous literature values.22–25 3 QCLs Operated in the cw Mode 3.1 Lamb-Dip Spectroscopy Development of more efficient QCL structures has meant that high-power (>100 mW) continuous wave (cw) single-mode operation is now routinely achievable at room-temperature. Therefore the resolution of room-temperature QCL absorption spectrometers are no longer dominated by the fast frequency chirp inherent to pulsed operation, and as such highresolution spectroscopy can now be undertaken with far less Optical Engineering
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Fig. 4 Evolution of the IR spectrum of CF3 between 1253.4 and 1254.0 cm−1 , as a function of time after the 266-nm photolysis event. The time-dependent absorption enables the CF3 radical recombination rate constant to be determined.



complex systems. In addition, the development of broadband QCL structures to be used as the gain medium in external cavity systems has led26, 27 to increasingly wide tuning ranges (>15% of the central frequency). The cw external cavity QCLs sources (EC-QCL) are commercially available (Daylight Solutions) and the spectroscopic studies presented here were obtained with a system reaching over 190 cm−1 , with a central frequency of 5.35 μm. Larger tuning ranges have been reported in the literature28–30 and through the combination of multiple-cascade QCL structures, EC sources with tuning ranges up to 430 cm−1 have been demonstrated.31 In addition to high-resolution studies32 on NO and DBr around 5.3 μm (Ref. 33), the high output power of the ECQCL source has been exploited to investigate nonlinear effects. For example, measuring the Lamb-dip width provides a good estimate of the free-running laser linewidth of the EC-QCL, as well as its evolution in various frequency tuning schemes. Figure 5(a) shows an example of the Lambdip spectra observed when the EC-QCL beam propagates through a 70-cm-long cell containing a low pressure of NO, is retroreflected with a mirror, and directed onto a MCT detector (VIGO PVI-2TE-6). The two spectral lines shown probe both -doublets (e, f ) of the v = 0, J = 13.5, state on the R(13.5)1/2 transition around 1920.7 cm−1 . The laser frequency is swept through the wave number range at a frequency of 40 Hz by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric transducer controlling the external cavity grating. The (nearly) counterpropagating beams are aligned such that feedback into the EC-QCL, which will cause frequency and amplitude instabilities, is minimized. The data plotted in Fig. 5 were obtained by averaging 80 individual scans. As the laser frequency fluctuations, due to both mechanical stability of the cavity and low-frequency noise in the current controller, were too large to enable observation of individual Lamb-dips using scope-based averaging, the 80 individual scans were postprocessed, recentered, and then the averaging was performed. The experiment was carried out under the following conditions: a laser output power of 160 mW as the “pump” beam, a beam waist of 0.6 mm, a NO partial pressure of 37 mTorr, and a residual air pressure of 38 mTorr.
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Following Demtr¨oder’s34 formalism, the saturation parameter S (applicable to strong laser fields) is given by S=



2I p μ2 τt2 , ε0 ch 2



(2)



where μ is the transition dipole moment, Ip is the pump intensity, τ t is the transit time, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light, and h is Planck’s constant. The lineshape α(ω) accounting for the Lamb-dip is then given as a function of the unsaturated Doppler line shape α D (ω) by α(ω) = α D (ω) 



, B(ω){1 − [2(ω − ω0 )/A(ω) + B(ω)]2 }1/2 (3)



with A(ω) =



(a)



and B(ω) =



(b)



(c)



Fig. 5 (a) Lamb-dip signals produced from 37 mTorr of NO in a 70-cm-long cell and probing both  doublets of v = 0, J = 13.5 within the 2 1/2 spin-orbit state on the R(13.5) transition and (b) and (c) close-ups on the Lamb dips of both transitions and corresponding global fits and residuals. Experimental data, points, fitted model, solid line; and residual (lower panel) values.
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[(ω − ω0 )2 + 2 ]







[(ω − ω0 )2 + (1 + 2S) 2 ]



1/2



where (ω − ω0 ) is the frequency detuning from line center, 



is the homogeneous half width given by the root mean square sum of the transit time broadening and the collisional broadening, and was calculated to be 240 kHz. Using this model, the theoretical transmission spectra were generated and then convoluted with a Gaussian line shape to account for the effective laser linewidth. Since the homogenous broadening is much smaller than the laser linewidth, the experimentally observed Lamb-dip widths are a direct measurement of the laser linewidth. The Lamb-dip spectra observed on the  doublet-resolved transitions appearing in Fig. 5(a) were fit in a global routine, as is seen in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) and widths of 2.4 and 3.2 MHz were returned for the lower and higher wave number transitions, respectively, with an average transition dipole moment of 2.3×10−3 D. Similarly, Gaussian profiles fitted directly to the Lamb-dips returned widths of 2.3 ± 0.1 and 3.1 ± 0.1 MHz, respectively. Both the transition dipole moments and laser bandwidth-dominated linewidths are in reasonable agreement with those in the literature,35–37 and discrepancies between values are likely due to nonlinearities in the scanning frequency. That the Lamb-dip is best modeled by a Gaussian profile is a result mirrored in the literature,35, 36, 38 and is most likely due to injection current fluctuations. Investigation on the influence of the frequency scan rate on the observed laser linewidth has confirmed this. In this case, the frequency tuning rate was increased by application of a sine wave modulation to the injection current of the QCL, and Lamb-dips measured using the methodology presented earlier with the substitution of a faster detector (VIGO PVI-2TE-10.6). Even though the QCL bias tee and the acquisition electronics limit the range of accessible scan rates to between 5 kHz and 2 MHz, a general linear decrease in laser linewidth was observed, down to 1.3 MHz at 30 kHz, when our detector bandwidth became the limiting factor. While the averaging process effectively lengthens the measurement time, and thus would allow more laser jitter to affect the results, the measured Lamb-dip widths for both single shot and averaged data gave essentially identical values. Thus, averaged data, which has a lower uncertainty due to a higher SNR was determined appropriate for use. Extrapolating the measured values for the linewidth obtained at kilohertz scan rates to
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employing multipass cells in which e´ talon fringing can be a limiting factor on both sensitivity and selectivity. In this manner, WMS has been used to probe OCS within a 20m White cell and a sensitivity of 1.3×10−8 cm−1 Hz−1/2 ; clearly, employing a longer-path-length Herriot cell would increase this sensitivity further.43 Further to the results presented here, greater output power and smaller frequency and intensity instabilities in a newer version of this laser have led to an order of magnitude improvement on our base WMS sensitivity.



Fig. 6 Second-harmonic WMS spectra of the Q(3.5) -doublet of NO within the 2 3/2 spin-orbit state at 1875.59 cm−1 as a function of applied modulation voltage. Here 1 mV corresponds to a 0.2-MHz modulation amplitude.



dc gives a linewidth value of ca. 2.5 MHz. This is consistent with our “slow” tuned measurements obtained through external cavity mechanical modulation and reflects the increase in measured linewidth when the transition was scanned over a longer time period. Note also that in this case, the accessible scan range was far less than at the lower scan rates and the measurements were frequency calibrated using the width of one of the  doublet transitions. The low-frequency jitter cancellation methodology already mentioned also enabled the analysis of the variation in the measured separation of the Lamb-dips on this pair of transitions, and we could deduce the tuning stability of the system, returning a deviation of about 3% from the expected value of 277 MHz as given39 in HITRAN. 3.2 Wavelength-Modulation Spectroscopy All of the sensitivity-enhancing techniques that have previously been employed for absorption studies using telecom diode lasers can be adapted to QCL spectroscopy and the literature contains many examples such as noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical heterodyne molecular spectroscopy40 (NICE-OHMS), photoacoustic spectroscopy,41 and Faraday rotation spectroscopy.42 Perhaps the most straightforward methodology is wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS), which can be readily achieved by modulating either the external cavity or the injection current of the EC-QCL. Figure 6 shows typical WMS signals obtainable with a low pressure Doppler broadened sample of NO and modulation of the laser injection current at a frequency of 15 kHz. A 5-cm-long cell with CaF2 windows was utilized, containing 140 mTorr of NO, and the e and f components of the -doublet of Q(3.5) transition at 1875.59 cm−1 were monitored. The greatest sensitivity was achieved at a modulation amplitude of 140 MHz, corresponding to a modulation index of 2.2 (defined as the ratio of the modulation amplitude to the half width half maximum of the transition), and resulting in a sensitivity of 3.7×10−5 cm−1 Hz−1/2 , an enhancement of ca. 23 times on the sensitivity of our direct measurements of the same sample.32 In this instance, we conducted demodulation of the second harmonic; although the signal amplitude decreases as the harmonic is increased, higher harmonics often lead to flatter baselines — an effect that can be very beneficial, especially when Optical Engineering



4 Summary and Outlook QCL spectroscopy is already becoming a well-established field of research with many applications already demonstrated. The number of applications will continue to grow in the future as ever cheaper, more reliable, more widely tunable, and short-wavelength devices become available. Even now the production of high-fidelity, short-wavelength devices operating around 3 μm is a rapidly developing field. The QCL, and its sister device the intersubband cascade laser, are thus well placed to be strong contenders for the market currently employing experimentally nontrivial methods such as difference frequency generation and optical parametric oscillators. The combination of high power, broadband tunability, and room-temperature operation promises the extension of optical cavity techniques to the mid-IR, and also further development in the field of trace species detection in a number of environments such as atmospheric monitoring, plasma processing, and breath analysis. Similarly, the next few years will see QCLs further utilized for studies of condensed phases and interfaces. Other applications of such high-powered systems can be found in fundamental studies of chemical dynamics where output powers are now sufficiently high to contemplate using these devices for optical pumping, therefore the preparation of vibrationally excited molecules that are aligned/oriented in the laboratory frame.44
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